
"Jesus is calling," II  
"Jesus is calling," I (#3178), called itself the long form of a sermon to be preached 
in public worship the first Sunday of the Craigville Tabernacle's '03 summer. The 
five speakers last Sunday, Homecoming Sunday, were assigned aspects of Craigville's 
life, history, vision/mission/message (on this last, I was told to strike the "evangeli-
cal"note & told the service's last hymn would be "Softly and tenderly Jesus is 
calling"). 

Why this "JIC II" if its only a reduction (to a five-minute sermon) of "JIC I"? 
It isn't. I took some materials from "I," but found myself working with a different 
emphasis, viz., inclusivity/diversity. Those who after the service picked up & read 
copies of "I" may have wondered how I got from there to here, specifically why the 
inclusivity/diversity heightening in the shorter-oral form. 

This is why. The Craigville community, while UCC in foundation & management, 
is diverse,  with many Roman Catholics (including one of the five speakers last Sun-
day, & Saturday the first of two RC masses this summer), some members of churches 
other than the UCC & the RCC, a few Jews, & a few religiously unaligned. In the 
summer's first worship are a greater variety of commitments, & more attenders, than 
in the other services except the last (which includes South Congregational Church, 
Centerville, & includes the eucharist). At the bottom of the hill-path up to the 
Tabernacle, the sign says "ALL WELCOME"--& I felt moved to say why, calling in 
Craigville's spiritual origin as witness. 

Here's the sermon, about as I gave it. I'll follow with a few nuancing applica-
tions to the present situation in mainline churches in general & the UCC in particular. 

+ + + 

Three or four of you will become so interested in what I am about to say that 
you'll be sorry I can't go on & on. For the benefit of even so few, I have generous-
ly extended my remarks in print in the form of a sermon which would have been 
preached here today if four other people hadn't also been asked to speak, & had 
I been asked to be the preacher of the morning. Of cours any of you, not just 
those three or four, are welcome to pick up a copy as you leave the Tabernacle. 
Also of course, I don't resent that four others were also asked to speak: I'd rather 
listen to them than to myself. 

+ + + 

Six score and eleven years ago on this hill in the canvas predecessor to this 
wooden tent (for which the old Bible word is "tabernacle"), our Craigville ancestors 
gathered to lift their sight above material ends and anchor their efforts in timeless 
things. They were radical Christians in the literal sense of radical, from the Latin 
word meaning "root": since the literary "root" of Christian faith is the New Testa-
ment, historical alienations among Christians could be overcome if we all were to 
agree that the only essential creed is the NT: in this essential, unity; in non-essen-
tials (including later creeds), liberty; in all things, charity. 

In short, these Craigville founders--members of what was called the Christian 
Connection movement--were radically inclusivist,  thoroughgoingly ecumenical, Chris-
tians. Negatively put, inclusivism is anti-divisive: they disliked whatever made for 
goodness-impeding divisions among human beings, especially among Christians. As 
we have already seen, they saw creeds as divisive, so (as their slogan had it) "no 
creed but the NT." Denominatipal names (Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, & all the 
sub-names) are divisive, so they referred to themselves only as "Christians." (That 
is the special meaning of "Christian" in Craigville's first name, viz. "Camp 
Christian"; & in the name of our present corporation, "Christian Camp Meeting 
Association.") Sexism is divisive, so for all of Craigville's 131 summers the roster 
of preachers in the Tabernacle has included women as well as men. Restrictive 
housing covenants are divisive, so Craigville has never excluded from property-owti-
ership anyone on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, class, or sex. 

And as diversity  is an implicate of inclusivity, they meant it when they issued 
indiscriminate invitations--as to this day we mean it when we encourage all to come 
to the 9.45 summer-Sunday-mornings ecumenical worship. We mean that last line 
on the sign at the bottom of the hill leading up into the Tabernacle: "ALL 
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WELCOME!" 
These radical Christians saw their practice of inclusivity & diversity as logical 

corollaries of the Bible's message of unity, that there is ONE God, Maker of heaven 
& earth & all that are therein, who loves ALL he has created; that ONE God, to 
form ONE people, spoke love/justice/peace through prophets of old--but the peoples 
rejected this inclusive message, forgot the Father-Creator, & worshiped creatures, 
including themselves (all of which no-saying adds up to what the Bible means by 
the word "sin"). So God, whose sending others was unsuccessful, came himself, 
as a human being, in & as Jesus, to be for us what we could not become by 
ourselves, & to do for us what he could not do through words alone. 
As the Gospel of John 3 16  puts it, "God so loved the world that he gave his only 
Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish, but have eternal life." 

Craigville's founders saw no contradiction--indeed they say integrity--in being 
both liberal  & evangelical--as  in these words of eminent-scholar Austin Craig, our 
hamlet's eponymous ancestor; "We fellowship the [unity of the] Christian heart" no 
matter whether particular Christians' "heads are flat, broad, or round." The point 
of Christian preaching, he said, is to "somehow make people think admiringly and 
adoringly of our Jesus." 

And so always & everywhere, & in this place these 131 years, in words we'll 
sing before the benedition this morning, "Softly and tenderly Jesus is calling, 
calling for you and for me....'Come home, come home; you who are weary, come 
home; earnestly, tenderly Jesus is calling, calling, 0 sinner come home!" 

COMMENTARY  (1) As much use dulls knives, words much-used as banner-slogans 
go dull. George Orwell says the process is circular: dull words, including words gone 
dull from overuse, dull our minds. Please think of this in connection with all the 
words I've underlined in this brief-brief sermon. (2) The social-control use of 
words (or even, as in Judg.12 6 , of pronunciations) assigns positive/negative connota-
ta to words for group identity-&-discipline. (3) Group-identity words function both 
to affirm & to conceal, in the interest of enforcing in/tolerance (both!). (4) My 
use of the underlined words (above) diverges (both in this context & generally) 
from mainline-church jargon, whose meanings differ little from those of the general 
literate culture. (5) Both "true believers" & conners watch their language, lest 
they raise the suspicion that "you're not really one of us." (6) A biblical fundament-
al is life-long self-examination as to whether, in each situation, the cost of being 
Hone of us" is excessive. 
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